Call For Artist

The Art of Rubbish
(artistic repurposing of junk)

Entries Accepted : Sept. 21 - 27, 2020
Gallery Exhibition : Oct. 1 – Nov. 1, 2020

about the exhibit

We want to cover the Arts Center with different interpretations of what rubbish can be. We have seen portraits made out of bar codes, lighthouses made with cardboard, and lions made out of tire scraps. This project opens up the world to perspective and objectivity. It can be as hard or easy as the creator deems it to be. There are no wrong answers. See the pictures or inspiration! It is all up to your imagination. This display will take up half of the gallery with the other half being Trash n’ Fashion.

eligibility

Open to youth and adult artists of all ages. Artists must be able to deliver their artwork and completed entry form to WNAC by Sunday, Sept. 27, 2020. Artists must also be able to remove their unsold artwork after the exhibit has ended. Any artwork left more than 60 days after the show ends will become property of WNAC.
Trash n’ Fashion

This idea sprang from Trashion Fashion held in California. For a week, top designers make trash fashionable. Then the trash designs are suited for models to strut down the runway. We thought it would be exciting if we had artists make a similar fashion statement in Scottsbluff. Be inspired by some examples below. Blow us away with a dress made out of toilet paper or a hat made out of a shoe! Surprise us with your creativity. This display will take up half of the main gallery.
sales

West Nebraska Arts Center offers artists 65% commission for artwork sold. WNAC receives 35%.

WNAC info

West Nebraska Arts Center is a cultural 501c3 non-profit organization committed to education, awareness and excellence in the arts, serving the North Platte Valley Region.

address: 106 E. 18th Street - Scottsbluff, NE 69361

hours:  Tuesday - Friday: 9 to 5, Weekends: 1 to 5, Closed Mondays

phone:  308-632-2226

fax:  308-632-1731

email:  michele@thewnac.com  (Michele Denton, Executive Director)

email:  steph@thewnac.com  (Stephanie Coley, Program Manager)

web:  www.thewnac.com or like us on Facebook

artwork requirements

- Open to all original artwork dealing with the theme.
- Limit: 3 entries per artist with possibility of more gallery permitting
- **2-D work must meet framing requirements** & must not exceed 4' (including frame) in any direction. 3-D work must fit through a standard doorway & weigh less than 75 lbs.
- All artwork must be identified with **two identification tags (front & back)** with the following information: artist, title, medium & price (or nfs).
- Artwork must not have shown previously in our gallery. Artwork no older than 3 years old accepted.
- All artwork in The Art of Rubbish Art Exhibit must remain in the Bronson Gallery throughout the exhibit (Oct. 1st – Nov. 1st).
- Artwork can be picked up Nov. 2nd. Any artwork left more than 60 days after the show ends will become property of WNAC.

framing requirements

WE WILL ACCEPT: wire back (preferred), centered saw tooth, centered hole. WE DO NOT ACCEPT: NO way to hang, any double saw tooth or double hole, taped, glued, stapled wire or string. ABSOLUTELY NO EASEL BACKS WILL BE ACCEPTED!

Artwork that does not meet the requirements within this prospectus will not be accepted.

**PLEASE ASK IF YOU ARE UNSURE! We are here to help.**
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WNAC - 2020 The Art of Rubbish Art Exhibit
ENTRY FORM
Please PRINT clearly  DUE: Sept. 21 - 27, 2020

Artist:____________________________________________________
Adress:____________________________________________________
city state zip
Phone:____________________________________________________
Email:____________________________________________________

Entry 1:
___
title
___
medium (please be specific)
___
retail price

Entry 2:
___
title
___
medium (please be specific)
___
retail price

2020 The Art of Rubbish identification tag
artist:____________________________________________________
title:____________________________________________________
medium:____________________________________________________
price:________________________ entry # __________ of __________
FRONT

2020 The Art of Rubbish identification tag
artist:____________________________________________________
title:____________________________________________________
medium:____________________________________________________
price:________________________ entry # __________ of __________
BACK

2020 The Art of Rubbish identification tag
artist:____________________________________________________
title:____________________________________________________
medium:____________________________________________________
price:________________________ entry # __________ of __________
FRONT

2020 The Art of Rubbish identification tag
artist:____________________________________________________
title:____________________________________________________
medium:____________________________________________________
price:________________________ entry # __________ of __________
BACK

The Nebraska Arts Council, a state agency, has supported the programs of this organization through its matching grants program funded by the Nebraska Legislature, the National Endowment for the Arts and the Nebraska Cultural Endowment. Visit www.nebraskaarts council.org for more information on how the Nebraska Arts Council can assist your organization, or how you can support the Nebraska Cultural Endowment.